"Hands that Remember"

With her sight now gone completely, Yiayia mourns the days when the kitchen was hers. She cries as she recounts a list of the dishes she used to make. Her hands are clasped together, folding one another as if they are having an agonizing memory of their own. But even with her sight gone completely, occasionally a dish miraculously appears from the kitchen — pastitsio or domates me avgas, prepared by the hands that remember.

— From "Yiayia’s Hands," by Terri Kapsalis

By Michael Hernandez and David Sutton

An Ethnographic Approach to Everyday Cooking

The passage from Terri Kapsalis’s “Yiayia’s Hands” captures an image of “traditional” cooking, without recipes, cookbooks, Gagis, or bread machines. Is this image a relic of grandmother’s past? How do people face the task of everyday cooking under conditions of “modernity,” and what might this mean for the kind of embodied knowledge that Kapsalis describes?

These questions have formed the basis for an ongoing research project on everyday cooking. While several recent books give first-hand ethnographic accounts of “the making of a professional chef,” there exists a huge gap in our ethnographic knowledge about everyday cooking by ordinary people. Trying a new recipe they saw in a magazine or trying to get a healthy meal on the table after work. Our larger project has begun to address this gap, using interviews and filming people preparing meals in their homes, shopping, talking about these processes and about their “philosophies” of cooking. We have been intrigued by recent thinking on “embodied memory” and memory storage, that is, the extent to which cooking techniques can be seen as explicit mental “blueprints.” In other words, what might it mean to speak of cooking memory as residing not in our heads, but in our hands? And in what ways do cooking utensils, the kitchen environment, and the ingredients themselves make cooking seem “automatic,” like playing a piano or riding a bicycle, as opposed to like a scientific experiment with each step carefully specified and measured? How have recent times — modernization — changed...
people's relationship to the various kinds of cooking tools, ranging from their sense organs (the nose, the tongue) to pots and pans, knives, even bread machines, with which they structure their kitchen environment?

The tools of cooking are diverse. But perhaps they can be divided into techniques, which extend the body into the environment, and technologies, which deskill human bodies and make humans simply their operators. Consider, for instance, the difference between the knife, which requires practical intelligence and bodily engagement, and the bread machine, which requires only that one assemble ingredients and push buttons. Perhaps the deskinning of the body — the replacement of techniques with technologies — is one of the outcomes of modernization and urban life. To what extent has cooking knowledge, handed down and modified over generations within families and communities (mostly by women), been replaced by processed foods, foods that "taste like homemade," and what are the implications of such changes for people's experience of cooking? Finally, we wonder how the objectification of "tradition" itself as an aspect of modern life affects people's everyday cooking practices, as they self-consciously choose to embrace or reject modern recipes, cooking styles, techniques, and gadgets.

These are some of the questions that we feel can be answered only through careful ethnography — ethnography just as attentive to social context as it is to cooking technique. Here we present one case study of an urban middle-class Greek woman, Georgia Vournelli, who lives in the country's second largest city, Thessaloniki. We present Georgia's case because in some ways it fits very well with the notion of modernity's reification of tradition, that is, turning tradition into a timeless object rather than a living, changing process. But at the same time in more subtle, embodied respects, her story defies our expectations of contemporary loss of cooking knowledge.

GEORGIA VOURNELI

Georgia Vournelli prefers to identify herself as a Greek housewife and a mother of two sons. She was born in a small town and migrated to the city of Thessaloniki when she was 17. She has been married for 28 years. When she identifies herself as a housewife, she does so primarily in terms of professional occupation. Georgia's relationship to Greek tradition is like her relationship to Greek modernity, a hybrid one. She works out at a private gym twice a day, owns her own car (for her a potent symbol of personal independence), and has a Western European-based sense of fashion and style, including hair that's permed and dyed blond.

Georgia is an avid participant in material consumption, spending her time shopping at local fashion shops and at the Wal-Mart in Thessaloniki. According to her son Leo Vournelli (as he now spells his name), she has a large collection of "modern" kitchen utensils and appliances. Even though her kitchen is filled with utensils of modernity, when it comes to matters of food and food preparation, Georgia seems to spurn modern technology. She embraces "traditional" and nativistic values of the superiority of things "Greek," both in tools and food, as well as the techniques of cooking she learned from her mother and her grandmother.

We videotaped Georgia in Carbondale, Illinois, where she visited Leo, who is a graduate student at a local university. At an early evening session in March 2002, Georgia prepared three dishes: stuffed tomatoes and peppers; pastosita (lek pie); and Christmas cookies. During the taping session, she gave details of the dishes she was preparing and connected her family history and some of her concepts of nationalism with the dishes, their ingredients, and the processes of preparing them.

The pastosita dish held a world of information in the use of both the body as a tool and food and technique as history. Since Georgia was not working in her own kitchen, we discussed in detail with her the differences between preparing pastosita here and in Greece. To show how tools, technique, and history are wrapped up in food preparation, one needs to follow the process of the preparation.

Michael: If I were to make this dish, how much oil would I use?
Georgia: (holding her fingers against the glass horizontally at the base of a liter oil bottle): Three fingers...this much.
Michael: When you cook you said you have to use Greek oil. Why Greek?
Georgia: Greek olive oil, it is unique because it's produced back home. You can tell by the different smell. That smell says so.

Phyllo Dough

While the leks were cooking and reducing, Georgia started the process of making the phyllo for the pastosita. She began by pouring a large amount of all-butter flour into a large bowl. At first we believed that Georgia was measuring the flour by sight, but rather, she folded the bag and measured the amount of flour by the size and weight of the remaining flour in the bag. After placing the desired amount of flour in the bowl, Georgia used the back of her hand to create a hole for subsequent ingredients. She made several passes through the center to create the right depth to contain the liquid ingredients.

Michael: The Greek oil [held in the United States], is it different than back home?
Georgia: Yes, you can smell the Greek oil. The virgin oil you get at home...has a smell and taste...You can smell the olives. Not like here.

At no point in the process did she employ measuring spoons or cups. The ingredients themselves became "tools" and performed the role of "measuring" other ingredients. The use of ingredients as a tool can be seen as part of the structuring of the cooking environment itself as a mnemonic, or memory-jog, which we have documented in other cooking practices. For example, cooking implements in much of Greece are hung on the wall, in plain sight, rather than in a cupboard or under a counter, reminding the cook of their potential for use.

It is not the environment but the body that becomes a measuring tool, much more directly than in the guise of her three fingers. While American cooks use their hands in some cases to...
It is interesting that Georgia’s embrace of middle-class modern values — health club, Wal-Mart — does not extend to this embodied aspect of the cooking she had learned from her grandmother. This perhaps could be seen to reflect the valorization of tradition in contemporary Greece, which was certainly reflected in Georgia’s nationalist discourse. But it could also simply be part of a more embodied memory of technique that, as habit, is less easily shed. The contradictions, however, are nowhere better expressed than in the profusion of modern cooking implements that Georgia owns but never uses.

Both kneading and rolling the dough involve elaborate sequences of actions in which the entire body is not only generating forces (e.g., flattening the dough, turning the dough, varying the rolling angle) but also carefully sensing and reacting to how these actions affect the dough (e.g., adding more water when the dough feels dry). Lucy Glard, in The Practice of Everyday Life (vol. 2), aptly describes the rhythmic processes involved in many aspects of cooking. “Whether it is done with a tool (chopping an onion with a small knife) or with the bare hand (kneading bread dough), the technical gestures call for an entire mobilization of the body, translated by the moving of the hand, the use of the arm, sometimes of the entire body swinging in cadence to the rhythm of successive efforts demanded by the task at hand.”

The process was repeated. The dough was worked completely so that it was smooth in appearance and thickness, which Georgia continually checked by running her hands along the length of the worked dough until her fingers no longer vibrated with variations in the dough’s thickness. She cut the dough into equal size pieces by measuring the amount in the palm of her right hand. The remaining dough was then placed to the side.

Michael: You talk about not having the right tool all the time. First, where do you get your tools?
Georgia: I got my tools from my mother’s home place. In the village where she had a carpenter make for her a rolling pin and table that was low. Mother would sit with her legs under the table and roll phyllo.

The forward motion flattened the dough and kept it in place on the rolling pin.

Georgia: She moved the pin forward to the right and the strokes became slower and longer.

The dough was flattened to about three times the circumference of the original palm size. Once it reached this size, she rotated the flattened dough a quarter turn to the left. This was repeated until the dough was 12 to 18 inches in diameter.

The second rolling phase began. In this phase, Georgia took the dough edge closest to her and folded it forward over the rolling pin. She then rolled the pin away from her, drawing the phyllo over itself as she pressed down.

Georgia: After placing the ingredients into the center, Georgia began to blend the mixture, with her fingers working in a pinching movement at the top center of the bowl. The mixing pattern started with a light grab into the mixture and then a quick withdrawal. This continued until the combination began to clump.

In the second stage of mixing, the dough was worked as follows: grab, lift, and twist. The final stage of the mixture is the punch. Georgia placed her hands into a loose fist and punched the dough lightly.

When the mixture began to string, Georgia placed the dough on the table and began a kneading process. Taking the top of the dough, that is, the edge of the dough farther away from her, she folded the edge under, and thrust down her palm and pushed away to the right.

At the end of the thrust, she rotated the batch a quarter-turn to the left. She worked the dough until it formed a long, round cylinder, using water throughout the kneading process to regulate the dryness so that the dough did not break apart or become too wet and too sticky to be rolled.

Michael: How do you know when the phyllo is done?
Georgia: When it happens, not worry, I can tell.
Michael: Is it the thinness...
Georgia: Not worry. I know. If I had my own roller, the dough would be better.
Michael: How do you know if the phyllo is thin enough?
Georgia: You can tell. You can feel that it is right.
Georgia complains that she does not have her own rolling pin. And yet the rolling pin she uses is the same "traditional" type as the one she has at home. A conventional modern rolling pin (i.e., the ultra-smooth model with low-friction ball bearings and a larger, heavier dowel) is eschewed in this case for a smooth stick, which allows one to feel every nuance of the rolling action and its effect on the elasticity of the dough. In contrast, the modern rolling pin construction disconnects the cook from the dough because the implement is designed to produce uniform strokes. The traditional rolling pin allows Georgia once again to "feel" when the dough is right (without being able to verbalize the process), since this type of roller is a simple extension of the hands, not a tool meant to achieve the rolling process with minimal human effort.

When it came to traditional meals, Georgia did not use the standard measuring forms found in most cookbooks. Rather, she extended her senses, as well as her body, as a tool of measurement to reproduce tradition and history. The concept of measuring did appear when Georgia prepared a dish that she considered special or that she made with historically significant ingredients. Georgia also used measuring implements in dishes that were complex due to the large number of ingredients. However, the measurements themselves were not consistently accurate and it appeared that the use of the measuring devices in itself provided the feeling of specialization and gave importance to the complexity of the dish. For example, in preparing Christmas cookies for the same dinner, she followed a recipe. "Things have to be just right," she said. "If you put more in the food [traditional everyday dishes] or a little less or that it's OK, but these [the special cookies] have to be right." In fact, the recipe called for a cup, but the cup she used was not a measuring cup but rather a large coffee cup. So it was not the precision of the measurement, but rather the motion and the thought of using measurement that marked the making of something special.

While our analysis here is based on one individual's practices, we suggest that this sort of culinary biography of ordinary cooking is useful in grounding questions about the impact of modern life on our foodways. In Georgia Vournelis's case, countervailing pressures may lead to the embrace of symbols of modernity in some cases (Walmart, Cuisinart), and of symbols of tradition in others ("authentic" ingredients, "traditional" recipes). We would argue, however, that the more embodied aspects of cooking that we have described are not part of a self-conscious modern strategy to valorize the traditional, but are the product of habit memory fostered by familial transmission.

This raises the issue of transmission as a key aspect of understanding contemporary cooking knowledge, a topic for further research. Preliminarily, there seem to be distinct differences in transmission patterns between Greeks and Americans. Some of the American cooks in our study lamented the loss of familial transmission: "My greatest disappointment was not teaching my daughter how to cook, but she never took an interest and I never made her," notes Jane Adams, a university professor and Carbondale native. Other American cooks are self-taught, or have taken classes on cooking. In Georgia's case, by contrast, familial transmission and embodied apprenticeship remain the norm, and along with them an accompanying disdain for measurement, precision, and knowledge that can be objectified into recipes.

In his research on the Greek island of Kalymenos, David Sutton found similar disdain for written recipes across class differences. As one woman put it, experience is the only teacher when it comes to cooking. And a middle-class Athenian woman who took pride in her cooking scoffed at the idea of cookbooks. When asked where she had gained her cooking knowledge, she replied with barely veiled contempt, "From my mother and grandmother, of course!"
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